The problem of coloring a graph with the minimum number of colors is well known to be NPhard, even restricted to k-colorable graphs for constant k 3. On the other hand, it is known that random k-colorable graphs are easy to k-color. The algorithms for coloring random kcolorable graphs require fairly high edge densities, however. In this paper we present algorithms that color randomly generated k-colorable graphs for much lower edge densities than previous approaches. In addition, to study a wider variety of graph distributions, we also present a model of graphs generated by the semi-random source of Santha and Vazirani that provides a smooth transition between the worst-case and random models. In this model, the graph is generated by a \noisy adversary" | an adversary whose decisions (whether or not to insert a particular edge) have some small (random) probability of being reversed. We show that even for quite low noise rates, semi-random k-colorable graphs can be optimally colored with high probability.
Introduction
A k-coloring of a graph is an assignment of one of k distinct colors to each vertex in the graph so that no two adjacent vertices are given the same color. The chromatic number of a graph is the smallest k such that the graph can be k-colored. Graph coloring problems have a long history in mathematics and computer science. They model a collection of scheduling problems such as examination scheduling and register allocation 2, 7, 8] . Unfortunately from the algorithmic point of view, coloring k-colorable graphs with k colors for k 3 is NP-hard (for k = 2, 2-coloring is easy). On the other hand, knowing that the coloring problem is NP-hard does not make it disappear, and it also does not necessarily mean nothing useful can be done.
One general direction towards the goal of providing a useful algorithm is to relax the restriction that the algorithm work on all k-colorable graphs, and instead study random families of graphs. Turner 16] , Kucera 11] , and Dyer and Frieze 10] give polynomial-time algorithms that color random k-colorable graphs with k colors with high probability, for any constant k. So, most k-colorable graphs are easy to k-color. In fact, Dyer and Frieze go further and provide an algorithm that when amortized over all n-vertex k-colorable graphs, spends on average polynomial time per graph. Petford and Welsh 12] present experimental work using heuristics for coloring random 3-colorable graphs and claim success for a wide range of edge probabilities.
In this paper we extend the class of randomly-generated k-colorable graphs that can be provably optimally colored in polynomial time. In addition, we provide algorithms that color graphs created in a \somewhat random" manner based on the semi-random source model of Santha and Vazirani.
We rst consider a standard model of a random k-colorable graph in which vertices are rst randomly assigned to one of k color classes and then each edge between two vertices of di erent color is placed into the graph with probability p. For this model, we are able to nd colorings for a wider range of edge probabilities (p n ?1+ for any constant > 0) than was previously known.
While the known results on random graphs imply that most k-colorable graphs are easy to k-color, random k-colorable graphs tend to be of a very special type. For example, with high probability all vertices of a random k-colorable graph have nearly the same degree and all pairs of vertices of the same color class have nearly the same number of common neighbors. So, graphs created in only a \somewhat random" manner may not be colored well by algorithms for the average case. On the other hand, worst-case assumptions may be overly pessimistic in many situations. To explore an intermediate range, and a wider variety of graph distributions, we present a model of graphs created by the semi-random source of Santha and Vazirani 13] . In this model, the graph is generated by a \noisy adversary" | an adversary whose decisions (whether or not to insert a particular edge) have some small probability of being reversed. This model provides a smooth transition between the worst-case and random models. We show that even for quite low noise rates, these semi-random k-colorable graphs can be colored with high probability using just k colors. Because 3-chromatic graphs are the simplest and in a sense the most fundamental graphs for which optimal coloring is NP-hard, part of this paper will focus on the special case of coloring graphs of chromatic number 3.
A second standard approximation issue that we do not consider here is to examine worst-case graphs, but allow the number of colors used to be non-optimal. For work in this direction, see 20, 3, 4, 5] . Some of the work in this paper has previously appeared in extended abstract form 4] and a longer version of this paper appears in 5].
Notation and de nitions
In this section we review some standard combinatorial and graph-theoretic de nitions and notation that will be used throughout this paper.
Given a graph G, let V (G) denote the vertices of G and E(G) denote the edges of G. We will use N(v) to denote the neighborhood of a vertex v. That is, for G = (V; E), N(v) = fw 2 V j (v; w) 2 Eg. We also de ne the neighborhood N(S) of set S to be the union of the neighborhoods of the vertices in S. An independent set in a graph is a set of vertices no two of which are adjacent to each other. All graphs we consider are labeled graphs.
As mentioned in the introduction, the chromatic number of a graph is the least number of colors needed to color the graph so that no two adjacent vertices are given the same color.
We say that an algorithm t-colors a graph if it colors the graph with at most t colors, and it optimally colors a graph if it colors with the fewest number of colors possible.
For the special case where G is a 3-colorable graph, we use red, blue, and green to denote the colors of vertices in G under some legal (but unknown) 3-coloring. We also use these terms to denote the sets of vertices belonging to each color class under that legal coloring.
For functions f and g we will write \g(n) f(n)" to mean that f(n) = o(g(n)). K t is the clique on t vertices.
For S a subset of vertices of graph G, the graph H = Gj S is the subgraph of G induced by set S. That is, V (H) = S and E(H) = f(i; j) 2 E(G) j i; j 2 Sg.
When discussing a family of graphs, we will use the term \with high probability" to mean that the probability tends to 1 as the number of vertices tends to in nity.
Coloring random k-colorable graphs
The standard model for a random n-vertex graph is the model G(n; p) in which each possible edge is placed into the graph independently with probability p. This model has the property that the distribution G(n; 1=2) is the same as that obtained by selecting a labeled n-vertex graph uniformly at random from the set of all n-vertex graphs.
There are several natural models, however, for what one means by a random k-colorable graph. Dyer and Frieze examine several and prove relationships among them 10]. We focus here on one model that happens to be simplest to analyze, which we shall denote G(n; p; k). A graph is selected in G(n; p; k) according to the following procedure. First each labeled vertex is independently assigned to one of k color classes with equal probability 1=k. Then, independently for each pair u; v of vertices in di erent color classes, the edge (u; v) is placed into the graph with probability p. We use the notation:
G G(n; p; k)
to mean that G is selected according to the distribution de ned by this model. Note: what is given to the algorithm is just a graph; the assignment of nodes to color classes is kept secret.
The G(n; p; k) model is a natural one for a random n-vertex k-colorable graph, though even for p = 1=2 it is not equivalent to selecting a graph uniformly at random from the set of all n-vertex k-colorable graphs. In particular, graphs that can be k-colored in multiple di erent ways are over-represented in G(n; 1=2; k) since di erent assignments to the color classes may still lead to the same graph. (See Dyer and Frieze 10] for more on the relationship between the models.)
In this section, we consider the problem of k-coloring graphs in G(n; p; k) for as low an average edge density as possible. We present an algorithm to k-color such graphs with high probability for any constant k, and for p n ?1 for any xed > 0; that is, the procedure will work when the average degree is as low as n . Before describing that algorithm, however, we point out rst a quite easy method to k-color G G(n; p; k) for p n ?1=2+ ( > 0).
This idea of the easier procedure is simply this: two vertices from the same color class in G will tend to share more neighbors in common than two vertices of di erent color. If two vertices are of the same color, then each of the n ? 2 other vertices has probability (1 ? 1=k) being assigned to a di erent color and thus has a probability (1 ? 1=k)p 2 of being a neighbor to both. So, the two vertices share an expected (n ?2)(1?1=k)p 2 neighbors in common. However, if two vertices are from di erent color classes, then each additional vertex has probability only (1?2=k) of being assigned to a di erent color from both, so the expected number of shared neighbors is only (n ? 2)(1 ? 2=k)p 2 . For p n ?1=2+ , these values are within (1 + o(1)) of n 2 (1 ? 1=k) and n 2 (1 ? 2=k) respectively. Since for any given pair of colored vertices x; y, the indicator random variables X v for the event that v is a neighbor to both x and y are mutually independent over all v, we may apply Cherno bounds. In particular, if X = P X v , and = E X] is the expected number of neighbors in common between x and y, Cherno bounds state that for any > 0,
For = (n 2 ), this probability is so small that even when summed over all pairs of starting vertices x; y, the probability any pair shares a number of neighbors that di ers by more than from the expectation is o(1).
One thus nds that with high probability, all pairs of vertices selected in the same color class share n 2 
Idea for an improved algorithm
Another way to view the above observation is that vertices of the same color will have more paths of length 2 between them than vertices of di erent colors. This idea can be extended to paths of a longer constant length l for improved bounds. If l is even, it turns out that the expected number of simple paths of length l between two vertices of the same color is higher than the expected number for vertices of di erent color. If l is odd, the reverse holds. The di culty in analyzing the case l > 2, however, is that the events corresponding to the paths of length l between two vertices are no longer independent. Di erent paths of length 2 between two vertices x and y share no edges in common, but two paths of length 3 might share an edge: for example, consider the two paths (x; w; w 0 ; y) and (x; w 0 ; w; y). So, to prove that the number of paths will be with high probability close to the number expected, one needs a more sophisticated probabilistic analysis. Such analysis for a general class of problems of this sort was described in 14] in the context of the random graph model G(n; p). It turns out that the analysis can be used for the G(n; p; k) model as well.
Calculating expectations
Let l 2 be some integer constant and let us x two vertices x and y. By a \path" we will always mean a simple path; that is, one that never touches any vertex more than once. In this section, we calculate the expected number of paths of length l between x and y in G G(n; p; k) and show this expectation di ers by a constant factor depending on whether or not x and y are in the same color class. (l is the number of edges in the path.)
Let E l (p) be the expected number of paths of length l between x and y in G G(n; p; k), and let E same l (p) and E di l (p) be the expected number of such paths given that x and y are placed in the same or in di erent color classes respectively. Also, let l (p) = E same
When p is clear from context, we will just write E l ; E same l ; E di l , and l for the above quantities.
We show now that for constant k and l, the value j l j is at least a constant > 0.
We can calculate the expected number of paths between x and y by xing some arbitrary sequence of distinct vertices (also distinct from x and y) v 1 ; . . .; v l?1 and calculating the probability of the event B l that each pair hx; v 1 i; hv 1 ; v 2 i; . . .; hv l?2 ; v l?1 i; hv l?1 ; yi consists of vertices assigned to di erent color classes. Given that the event B l occurs, the probability the path hx; v 1 ; . . .; v l?1 ; yi appears in G is simply p l . Given that B l does not occur, the probability is 0. Since there are (n ? 2)(n ? 3) (n ? l) = (n ? 2) Finally, from equations (5) and (6) 
Thus, for l and k both constant, j l j is bounded away from 0 by some constant > 0 as desired.
One nal fact to note for this section is that E same l and E di l are both (p l (n?2) l?1 ) = (p l n l?1 ). So, if p n ?1+ for some constant > 0 then for su ciently large constant l, both E same l and E di l are large (eg., n 1=3 ) and they di er by a constant factor.
The l-path algorithm
Note the following property of paths of constant length l between xed vertices x and y. The number of edges in the path divided by the number of \non-rooted" vertices (that is, vertices not including x and y) is l=(l ? 1). For any proper subgraph S of such a path, the quantity jE(S)j=jV(S) ? fx; ygj is strictly smaller. Because this ratio of edges to non-rooted vertices is strictly less for all proper subgraphs, we say that paths between x and y are \strictly-balanced". Spencer 14] proves that for any such strictly balanced graph and any constants ; c > 0, if the expected number of copies of the graph in G G(n; p) is at least K log n for su ciently large K, then the actual number of copies of the graph in G G(n; p) will be within (1 + ) of the expectation with probability 1 ? o(n ?c ). We prove in this paper an analog for the model G(n; p; k) for the case of constant-length paths. For a given graph G, let Num l (x; y) be the number of paths of length l between x and y in the graph.
Theorem 2 For any constants ; c > 0, if l and p are such that K log n E same l (p); E di l (p) for su ciently large K, then for G G(n; p; k):
Proof: The proof is somewhat long and is similar to an argument in 14], and so is deferred to Section 5.
So, if the expected number of paths is su ciently large, then we can be assured that with probability 1 ? o(n ?2 ), the number of paths between x and y will be close to the expectation.
We now present the algorithm l-path.
Algorithm l-path Given: An n-vertex k-colorable graph G. Output: A k-coloring of G or else failure.
1. Let d avg be the average degree in G and letp = davg n(1?1=k) .
(So, if G G(n; p; k) for p = n ?1+ then with high probability,p = p 1 + o(1)].) 2. Pick the smallest l so thatp l n l?1 n 1=3 and let^ = 1=k l?1 (a lower bound on j l j by equation (8)).
Note: for n su ciently large, E same l (p) and E di l (p) will both be larger than K log n w.h.p. where K is such that Theorem 2 holds for c = 2 and =^ =4. 3 . Calculate E same l (p) using E same l (p) =p l (n ? 2) l?1 Pr same B l ] and equation (5). 4. For i = 1 to k do: (a) Pick an arbitrary uncolored vertex x and let S i be the set containing x and all vertices with a number of simple paths of length l to x in the range:
If the set S i is not independent or S i contains previously-colored vertices, then halt with failure. Theorem 3 Algorithm l-path k-colors graphs G G(n; p; k) with high probability for p n ?1+ for any constant > 0.
Proof: Let C 1 ; . . .; C k be the sets of vertices in each color class in the creation of graph G.
Let us say that Step 4 succeeds in iteration i if the set S i created equals C j for some 1 j k.
In Step 1, as noted, with high probabilityp = p 1 + o(1)], and let us for convenience assume now that this is the case. So, E l (
In
Step 2, E l (p) K log n and Theorem 2 applies. Also, is chosen su ciently small so that the range (1 ?
. So, with probability 1 ? n 2 o(n ?2 )] = 1 ? o(1), for every pair of vertices x; y in the same color class, and for no pairs x; y in di erent color classes, the number of paths of length l between x and y is in the range used in
Step 4. Thus, with high probability, Step 4 succeeds for each iteration i and Algorithm l-path k-colors the graph.
The running time of the algorithm is dominated by the time needed in Step 4 to compute the number of simple paths of length l between a given vertex x and all the other vertices in the graph. If we assume we have the graph as an adjacency list, this computation can be done in time O(n+d l ), where d is the maximum degree of the graph, as follows. We perform a depth-rst search from x to distance l, marking vertices so that we do not visit any twice on a path. Each time we visit a vertex at depth l, we increment a counter associated with that vertex. Since d 2pn with high probability, we can rewrite the time bound as O(n + (pn) l ). This quantity is just O(n 2 ) since we chose l in Step 2 to be the least value such that (pn) l n 1=3+1 : that is, if p n ?1=3 then n 4=3 (pn) 2 n 2 , and ifp < n ?1=3 then n 4=3 (pn) l n 2 for some l 3. So, with high probability, the running time of the algorithm is O(kn 2 ).
4 Semi-random graphs
Basic de nitions and statement of results
We de ne here two graph models both based on the semi-random source (also called a \slightly-random" source) of Santha and Vazirani 13] (see also 17, 18, 9] ). In the rst model, which we denote G S (n; p; k), the graph is generated as follows. First, an adversary splits the n vertices into k color classes (for k = 3, we denote these classes by red, blue, and green). Then for each pair of vertices u; v where u and v belong to di erent color classes (running through such pairs in an order of its choosing), the adversary decides whether or not to include edge (u; v) in the graph. Once the adversary has made a choice for a particular edge (u; v), the choice is then reversed with probability p. Later choices of the adversary may depend on the outcomes of earlier decisions, as in the Santha-Vazirani source 13]. We call p the noise rate of the source, and this model the semi-random graph model.
The second model we consider is a slightly modi ed version of the above, di ering in that we require the size of each color class to be (n). We call this second model the balanced semirandom graph model and denote it by G SB (n; p; k). Following the notation in Section 3, we write: G G S (n; p; k) or G G SB (n; p; k) to denote that G is selected according to the corresponding model for some unknown adversary.
We denote the semi-random and balanced semi-random models for a xed adversary A by G A S (n; p; k) and G A SB (n; p; k) respectively. Formally, we say that an algorithm t-colors G G S (n; p; k) with high probability (or t-colors G G SB (n; p; k) with high probability) if it does so for any xed adversary strategy. (Note: as in the random case, the assignment of vertices to color classes is not told to the algorithm.) A third model, which we call the colorgame model, is perhaps more conceptually elegant. We begin with n vertices split into k color classes, each of size precisely n=k. A random graph G 1 is created by joining each pair of vertices from di erent color classes with independent probability p. Then an adversary may place additional edges between nodes of di erent color classes giving a graph G 2 | with no restriction on how many such edges are added. The algorithm (without knowing the original color classes of course) must now nd a k-coloring of G 2 . Note that the adversary here may make its decision after all coin tosses have been performed. All the algorithms presented in this section for the semi-random models work also for the colorgame version.
Although for small constant noise rates p, say p = 0:01, it appears at rst that the adversary has a good deal of power to defeat any coloring algorithm, it turns out that it does not. While some of the algorithms for the random model 10, 11] are highly dependent on facts such as the edge probabilities all being equal, others such as Turner's No-Choice algorithm 16] adapt well to the semi-random model. In fact, Turner's bound of p n ?1=k+ for k-coloring G G(n; p; k)
holds in the balanced semi-random model as well.
We present rst an algorithm that achieves the same bound as Turner's algorithm for k = 3 but with signi cantly simpler analysis, and that holds in the slightly more general G S (n; p; 3) model. We then present an algorithm with better bounds for the balanced model: this algorithm 3-colors graphs in G SB (n; p; 3) with high probability for p n ?0:6+ , and more generally kcolors graphs in G SB (n; p; k) for p n ?2k
(k+1)k?2 + . The improved algorithm requires a more involved analysis, and the use of the Janson inequality for estimating probabilities of \almost" independent events. In Section 4.7 we present some relationships between the coloring problems in the balanced and unbalanced semi-random models.
For convenience, we make the following de nition.
De nition 1 Let G G S (n; p; k) or G G SB (n; p; k). The pair (u; v) is a potential edge in G if u and v belong to di erent color classes in the adversary's color scheme.
For a subgraph H of G or a subset U of V (G), we will use colors(H) and colors(U) to denote the set of color classes of G that are represented in the subgraph or subset.
A rst algorithm
We now describe a simple algorithm for the model G S (n; p; 3) of a 3-colorable graph generated by a semi-random source. The idea is the following. If in the adversary's color scheme u 2 blue and v 2 green, then the shared neighborhood S = N(u)\N(v) contains only red vertices. Thus, N(S) blue green. For p n ?1=3+ , we show that with high probability N(S) actually equals the entire set blue green. So, given u and v, one can split G into a 2-colorable portion N(S) and an independent portion V ? N(S) and thus 3-color the graph.
Algorithm Two-Stage
Given: A graph G = (V; E). Output: Either a 3-coloring of G or failure. Theorem 4 Algorithm Two-Stage 3-colors G G S (n; p; 3) with high probability (over the coin tosses of the semi-random source) for p n ?1=3+ and constant > 0.
Proof: For convenience, let red be the color with the most vertices in the adversary's 3-coloring.
If there are either no blue or no green vertices, then we will 2-color the graph at the start.
Otherwise, let u be a green vertex and v a blue vertex (in the adversary's 3-coloring). Then, the set S = N(u) \ N(v) contains only red vertices and so set T = N(S) blue green. We now prove that for p n ?1=3+ , with high probability T = blue green.
The performance of the algorithm can clearly only improve if the adversary puts more edges into G, so we may assume that the adversary always elects not to place edges into the graph. In that case, every vertex in red independently has a probability p 2 of belonging to S. So, using Cherno bounds, jSj 1 2 jredjp 2 = (np 2 ) with high probability. Now, each vertex z 2 blue green such that z 6 2 fu; vg has a probability (1 ? p) jSj of not belonging to T. The reason is that for z 6 2 fu; vg, for each w 2 red, the events A z;w that edge (z; w) appears in the graph occur with probability p and are independent of each other and of the choice of S. So, we have: Pr z 6 2 T] e ?pjSj = e ? (np 3 ) = e ? (n 3 ) = o(1=n): That is, with high probability all vertices z 2 blue green belong to T. Thus, with high probability, T = blue green and V ? T = red and so for some pair u; v considered, algorithm Two-Stage succeeds.
Note that if the sizes of the color classes are roughly balanced, we can speed up Algorithm Two-Stage considerably by choosing the vertices u and v at random. For instance, if the sizes of the color classes are all within constant factors, then we have a constant probability of selecting two \good" vertices each time.
Algorithm Two-Stage fails when p falls below n ?1=3 because then the vertices u 2 green and v 2 blue may not share enough neighbors for N(S) to equal blue green. However, for p below n ?1=3 , set S might still contain many vertices, and applying additional iterations of the neighbor-taking process can then boost its size if the sizes of the blue, green, and red vertex sets are roughly balanced. In fact, this can be shown to color graphs G G SB (n; p; 3) with high probability for p n ?1=2+ and > 0 constant, in polynomial time (see 5]).
A better algorithm
We now describe a di erent style of algorithm that improves upon the above bound in the balanced case, and 3-colors graphs in G SB (n; p; 3) with high probability for p n ?0:6+ and more (k+1)k?2 + . The algorithm, while quite simple, requires a more involved probabilistic analysis than the previous one. In particular, we will need to use the Janson inequality 6] to bound probabilities of \nearly" independent events based on pairwise dependencies.
The algorithm is based on the following simple observation. If in a 3-colorable graph G there are two vertices x and y both adjacent to a pair of vertices u and v that are adjacent to each other, then x and y must be the same color in any legal 3-coloring. We call the subgraph induced by fx; u; v; yg a link between x and y. (See Figure 1) .
At rst glance, it would seem the above observation does not help, since for xed vertices x and y, the probability there exists a link between x and y even if G is chosen from G(n; p; 3) is at most O(n 2 p 5 ). (There are O(n 2 ) possible pairs hu; vi and for each pair the probability all necessary edges exist is p 5 .) Thus, the probability there is a link between x and y is much less than 1 even for p = o(n ?0:4 ). The key fact to note, however, is that we do not need a link between every pair of, say, red vertices x and y. All we need is that for each such pair there is a sequence of links between x and some x 0 , between x 0 and some x 00 , and so forth, until eventually at some point we reach y. We will call such a sequence a \chain".
Another way to think of this observation is that given a graph G we can create a new graph H as follows. The vertex set V (H) equals V (G), and if x and y are connected by a link in G, we put an edge between x and y into H. So, while edges in G exist only between vertices of di erent color, edges in H exist only between vertices of the same color (in G). The \key observation" is then just that in order to easily select the set of red vertices in G, we do not need red to be a clique in H, just a connected set. So, the algorithm for k = 3 is just to create the graph H and output the components of H as the color classes of G; if there are more than 3 components of H, then the algorithm halts with failure.
For more general constant k, we just replace the notion of a \link" by that of a \t-link"
de ned as follows.
De nition 2 A t-link for some constant t is a (t + 2)-vertex graph consisting of two vertices x and y called the endpoints both fully connected to a t-clique. (See Figure 2) .
Equivalently, a t-link between x and y is a (t + 2)-clique with the edge (x; y) removed. Note that if two vertices in a k-colorable graph are endpoints of a (k?1)-link, then they must be the same color in any legal k-coloring. We can thus get the following natural generalization of the algorithm described above to graphs of constant chromatic number k 3. It is clear from the description of this algorithm that the performance can only improve if the adversary decides to add additional edges into the graph. Therefore, it is su cient to prove success for the case where each edge between vertices from di erent color classes (in the adversary's color scheme) is placed into the graph with probability exactly p.
Motivation
Let us consider the case of k = 3. As mentioned above, each connected component in graph H produced by Algorithm Link consists of vertices that must be the same color under any legal 3-coloring of G. The following sections contain a proof that when p n ?0:6+ , with high probability there will be only 3 such components in H. Let us rst, however, give a motivational argument, supposing that each edge between two vertices of the same color were placed independently with the same probability into H.
Let p = n ?0:6+ . Given two vertices x and y of the same color (say red) in G, the expected number of links between x and y in G = (n 2 p 5 ) = (n ?1+5 ). For < 1=5, the probability there exists a link between x and y, and thus the probability that x and y are are neighbors in H is (n ?1+5 ) as well. Thus, if we consider the subgraph in H induced by the set red, the average degree of each vertex is (n 5 ). It is well known that in the random graph model G(n; p), once the average degree exceeds K log n for su ciently large constant K, the graph is connected with high probability. So, if the edges in the red subgraph of H were placed randomly, the red set would be a single connected component almost surely since n 5 K log n.
Janson's inequality
Janson's inequality 6] is used in the following setting. Consider a universe U of points and a collection of subsets X 1 ; . . .; X m of U. We now create a new subset S of U by placing each j 2 U into S independently with probability p j . Let A i be the event that X i S. Janson's inequality bounds the probability that no set X i is contained within S: that is, the probability that no event A i occurs.
De ne:
If the X i were all disjoint, then the events A i would all be independent and so M would be the probability that no A i occurs. If the X i are not disjoint, then the events A i are not independent. However, Janson's inequality allows us to bound the probability no X i is contained in S by looking only at pairwise dependencies. In particular, Janson's inequality states that: (1) ). That is, under these two conditions, the probability is within 1 + o(1) of what the probability would be had the A i been independent.
In the study of random graphs Janson's inequality is often used to show that some structure exists with high probability. For example, suppose one wishes to prove that the graph G G(n; p) contains a triangle with high probability for p 1=n. For such a setting, we let U be the set of all edges of the n-clique K n (thought of as possible edges in G) and have one X i for each set of three edges corresponding to a triangle. Janson's inequality then provides an upper bound on the probability that no triangle is contained in G. Here we will use Janson's inequality to prove that in the balanced semi-random model, for su ciently large noise rate p, for any x; y 2 red there will be a chain between x and y with probability at least 1 ? o(n ?2 ).
The following de nitions are taken (roughly) from 14]. 1 De nition 3 Let H be a graph in which some subset R of its vertices are speci ed to be \roots" where there are no edges between vertices in R. We will call the pair (R; H) a rooted graph, or simply say that H is a rooted graph when R is implicit. De ne edges(H) to be the total number of edges in H and nonroots(H) to be the number of vertices in H excluding roots. De ne the density of H to be dens(H) = edges(H)=nonroots(H).
We will always consider rooted graphs to be graphs on a constant number of vertices, and examine the number of copies of such graphs in larger n-vertex graphs. De nition 6 Suppose (R; H) is some strictly balanced rooted graph and V is a set of n vertices containing R. Let X 1 ; . . .; X m denote all distinct images of H in the clique K n on V . That is, the X i are all possible images of H xing root set R in an n-vertex graph. For some model M (such as G(n; p)), we de ne: (H; M) = X ordered pairs i6 =j E(X i )\E(X j )6 = Pr X i G and X j G j G M]: Spencer 15, 14] proves the following theorem for random graphs G(n; p). Theorem 5 ( 14]) Let (R; H) be a strictly balanced rooted graph on a constant number of vertices with v = nonroots(H) and e = edges(H). Then there exists > 0 so that if p n ?v=e+ , then (H; G(n; p)) = o(1).
We can use Theorem 5 to prove the following. Theorem 6 Let G A SB (n; p; k) be the semi-random model with an adversary that rst selects the colors of the vertices according to some strategy and then always elects not to place edges into the graph. Let (R; H) be a strictly balanced rooted graph on a constant number of vertices with v = nonroots(H) and e = edges(H). Then there exists > 0 so that if p n ?v=e+ , then (H; G A SB (n; p; k)) = o(1).
Proof: Let X 1 ; . . .; X m denote the images of H in the clique K n and let A i be the event that X i G. Each edge (x; y) is placed into G with probability at most p (either probability 0 if x and y are in the same color class or else probability p if they are in di erent color classes). Thus, for any pair of events A i ; A j , we have:
Pr A i^Aj j G G A SB (n; p; k)] Pr A i^Aj j G G(n; p)]:
So, Theorem 6 follows immediately from Theorem 5. For sake of completeness, however, we provide a direct proof here as well following the argument of Spencer 14] .
We prove the theorem by considering separately for each xed value of s 2 f1; . . .; vg, the pairs X i ; X j that share s vertices in common in addition to the roots. Note that if s = 0, then the graphs X i and X j share no edges and so are not counted in the summation in De nition 6. The number of pairs X i and X j sharing s vertices in common in addition to the roots is O(n 2v?s ) since there are 2v ? s possible vertices and only a constant number of permutations.
Let 0 > 0 be a value such that every proper subgraph of H containing the roots has density at most dens(H) ? 0 (see the de nition of \strictly balanced"). If s = v, then since X i and X j are distinct, there must be at least e + 1 edges in X i X j . For any xed edge, the probability that edge belongs to G is at most p (it could be smaller, e.g. 0, if the two endpoints are in the same color class in the graph). So, the contribution to the summation from such pairs X i and X j is at most: O(n v p e+1 ) = O(n v+(e+1)(?v=e+ ) ) = O(n ?v=e+(e+1) ) = o(1), for su ciently small. Now consider s < v and x a pair X i and X j sharing s vertices in common in addition to roots. Let S be the subgraph X i \X j ; that is, V (S) = V (X i )\V (X j ) and E(S) = E(X i )\E(X j ). Since (R; H) is strictly balanced, we know that jE(S)j=s e=v ? 0 for some 0 > 0. So, jE(X i ) E(X j )j = 2e ? jE(S)j 2e ? se=v + s 0 and thus the probability that both X i and X j are subgraphs of G is at most p 2e?se=v+s 0 .
Finally, summing over all O(n 2v?s ) pairs X i and X j sharing s vertices in common besides 
The main theorem
We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7 For constant k 3, algorithm Link k-colors G G SB (n; p; k) for p n ?2k
(k+1)k?2 + , ( > 0) with high probability.
For example, for k = 3, the algorithm succeeds for p n ?3=5+ and for k = 4 it succeeds for p n ?4=9+ .
In order to prove Theorem 7, we consider (k ? 1)-chains of some constant length r. We then prove that (k ? 1)-chains are strictly-balanced, so Theorem 6 applies. Finally, using Janson's inequality, we will get that for any xed x and y of the same color class, there is some t-chain between x and y with probability 1 ? o(n ?2 ).
Let us rst formally de ne a t-chain. ?nonroots(Cr) edges(Cr) . So, for su ciently large r, the edge probability p is of the form needed in Theorem 6 to prove that = o(1).
Our rst step is to prove that t-chains are strictly-balanced. To do this, we need the following Proof:
Let L be a t-link and let g(t) = t 2 + t t+1 . De ne dens 1 (H) = jE(H)j jV (H)j?1 , so:
Claim: If S L, then dens 1 (S) g(t).
Proof: We may assume S is vertex-induced. Thus, S is either a (t + 2 ? c)-clique or else S is a (t?c)-link for some c 1. In the latter case, the claim follows from equation (10) 
is an increasing function of t. In the former case, we have dens 1 (S) = t+2?c 2 = t 2 + 1 ? c 2 < g(t) for c 1. 2 Now, we prove the lemma that if S C then dens 1 (S) g(t) by induction on the length of C. The base case is proved in the above claim, so we may assume the lemma holds for any t-chain of length r ?1. Let C 0 be the t-chain of length r ?1 consisting of the rst r ?1 links in C and let S 0 be S restricted to C 0 . So, dens 1 (S 0 ) g(t). Let We can now use Lemma 8 to prove that chains are strictly-balanced, and so allow easy application of Janson's inequality. Lemma 9 Let S be a subgraph of a t-chain C of some constant length r such that V (S) contains the endpoints x and y but V (S) 6 = V (C). Then, for some constant 0 = 0 (r) > 0, dens(S) dens(C) ? 0 :
That is, t-chains are strictly-balanced.
Proof: For C a t-chain of length r, we have edges(C) = r 2 (t + 1)(t + 2) ? 2] = r 2 t 2 + 3t].
So, we may upper bound the density as follows:
dens(C) = r 2 t 2 +3t] r(t+1)?1 = t 2 +3t 2t+2?2=r t+3
2 : Again, we may assume that S is a vertex-induced subgraph.
First, suppose S consists of just one connected component. So, S contains at least one non-endpoint for each t-link L in C, and contains all link endpoints. Let us focus on some xed t-link L in C. If S is missing m vertices from that link, then it must be missing at least (t + 1) + t + (t ?1)+. . .+ (t ?m+2) edges from that link as well. So, the ratio of edges missing to vertices missing is at least If S consists of more than one connected component, then the endpoints of C cannot be in the same component since we have assumed that S is vertex-induced. We can thus partition S into two disjoint subgraphs: S start and S rest where S start contains root x and S rest is everything else. So, nonroots(S) = jV (S start )j + jV (S rest )j ? 2. Let g(t) = t 2 + t t+1 . Applying Lemma 8, we get: edges(S) = jE(S start )j + jE(S rest )j g(t)(jV (S start )j ? 1) + g(t)(jV (S rest )j ? Thus, for su ciently large r, for some^ > 0, we have p n ?nonroots(C)=edges(C)+^ . By Lemma 9 we know C is strictly balanced, so let > 0 be the constant of Theorem 6 such that for p n ?nonroots(C)=edges(C)+ , we have = (C; G A SB (n; p; k)) = o(1). Because additional edges cannot decrease the probability of success, we may for the purposes of analysis assume that^ . That is, p = n ?nonroots(C)=edges(C)+^ for some r 2 Z; 0 <^ < : (11) We now examine all potential (k ? 1)-chains C i of length r between x and y. That is, all images over fx; yg in K n of C, such that the image contains no edges between two vertices in the same color class in the adversary's k-coloring. Since in the balanced semi-random model there are (n) vertices in each color class and since r is constant, the number of potential (k ?1)-chains is m = (n nonroots(C) ). Because each edge in some such C i is placed into G with probability p, for any given C i we have 
Relating the balanced and unbalanced models
For graphs of chromatic number 3, we had fairly good performance bounds even in the unbalanced model. However, for graphs of higher chromatic number, the algorithms required the number of vertices in each color class to be roughly balanced. The reason that the unbalanced case is harder is that if a color class is very small, then the noise rate p as a function of the number of vertices in that class is dramatically lower. So, if (k ? 1) color classes each are small, the algorithm is essentially required to solve a problem for a much lower noise rate on the (k ? 1)-chromatic graph de ned by those colors. In particular, one gets the following theorem. Theorem 10 If BPP 6 NP, then for k 4 there is no polynomial-time algorithm that for some constant > 0 will k-color graphs in G S (n; p; k) with high probability, for p = n ? .
Proof: Suppose otherwise; that is, there exists an algorithm B for k-coloring graphs in G S (n; p; k) for p = n ? for some constant > 0 where k 4 is connected to all k of them (and in fact with extremely high probability, there will be some such vertex in V 0 ). This forces (k + 1) colors to be used in H.
The main point of the proof is that an adversary with noise rate p = N ? can create a kcolorable graph on N vertices in a distribution indistinguishable from that used to create H. In particular, as above, the adversary separates the N vertices into one set V of n vertices and k?1 colors, and one set V 0 of N ?n vertices and one color. It then attempts to places edges between vertices in V exactly where they appear in the graph G and to put in all edges between V and V 0 . Since n is so small (less that N =3 ), there are at most N 2 =3 potential edges in the set V .
So for p = N ? , with probability at least 1 ? N ? =3 the adversary will be able to place exactly the edges it wishes between vertices in V without any noise at all. Thus, since we assumed that B can k-color graphs created by such an adversary with high probability, then with high probability B will k-color the graph H generated from G by our probabilistic polynomial-time procedure as well.
Proof of Theorem 2
In this section we prove Theorem 2 which states that for constant l, if G G(n; p; k) then Num l (x; y) is with high probability near its expectation so long as that expectation is su ciently large. (Num l (x; y) is the number of simple paths of length l between x and y. ) This proof follows the argument of 14] where it is shown that the number of images of an arbitrary strictly balanced rooted graph (see De nitions 3, 4, and 5) is with high probability near its expectation, so long as the expectation is su ciently large, in the G(n; p) model. A special case of that result is the following.
Theorem 11 ( 14] In order to prove Theorem 2, we need an analog for the model G(n; p; k). The result is easiest to prove for the special (but main) case where there exists some su ciently small so that the expected value of Num l (x; y) is at most n . We consider that case rst.
For convenience, let G 0 (n; p; k) = G same (n; p; k) and G 1 (n; p; k) = G di (n; p; k) be the model G(n; p; k) but where x and y are required to be in the same or di erent color classes respectively.
We rst describe how to modify the proof of Theorem 11 to prove the following result.
Theorem 12 Let ; c > 0 and l > 1, and let G be selected from G j (n; p; k). Then, there exist K; > 0 so that if = E Num l (x; y)] 2 K log n; n ], then:
Pr (1 ? ) Num l (x; y) ( 
We then extend Theorem 12 to the result we want:
Theorem 13 (equivalent to Theorem 2) Let ; c > 0 and l > 1, and let G be selected from G j (n; p; k). Then, there exists K so that if = E Num l (x; y)] K log n, then: Pr (1 ? ) Num l (x; y) (1 + ) ] = 1 ? o(n ?c ): Proof of Theorem 12: There are two random elements involved in G(n; p; k): rst, each vertex is assigned a color at random, and then each \potential edge" is placed into the graph with probability p. For simplicity, we will separate these two events. In the following discussion, we will assume the colors have already been assigned to vertices, and that there are at least n k (1?o(1)) vertices in each color class. This last condition occurs with probability exponentially close to 1 and so does not a ect the statement of the theorem: the condition only a ects the expectations by an exponentially small amount since the expectation given a particular assignment of colors is always O(p l n l?1 ) and is (p l n l?1 ) given the condition. Let M be the distribution given that such an assignment of vertices to colors has occurred, and let be the expectation of Num l (x; y) given that G M. So, = (1 + o(1)). Now, de ne a potential path to be a sequence of vertices hx; v 1 ; v 2 ; . . .; v l?1 ; yi with the property that each element in the sequence is in a di erent color class from the previous one.
Also, let X 1 ; . . .; X m be all the potential paths and let A i be the event that X i G. For convenience, let v = l ?1 and e = l (the number of edges in the path); these are both constants.
Note that the number of potential paths m is (n v ) and for any given potential path X i ,
The proof in 14] of Theorem 11 for the case where the expectation is between K 0 log n and n 0 for su ciently large K 0 and su ciently small 0 , proceeds in three stages. First, is shown a theorem stated here as Theorem 5. We have already proven the analog in Theorem 6. Second, is
shown that for G 0 G(n; p), with probability 1 ? o(n ?c ), the size of every maximal family F of edge disjoint X i in G 0 is within (1+ ) of . Finally it is shown that for any xed maximal family F, with probability 1 ? o(n ?c ) there are only a constant number of X j 6 2 F in G 0 that intersect some path X i 2 F in an edge. Since every path must either belong to F or else intersect some X i 2 F (as F is a maximal family of disjoint paths), the last 2 parts of the argument imply that the number of paths of length l is within (1 + ) of the expectation with probability 1 ? o(n ?c ).
Note that for X any subgraph of K n at all,
The reason is simply that each edge is placed into G M with probability at most p (either probability p or probability 0 depending on the colors of the endpoints), while in G(n; p) each edge is placed into the graph with probability exactly p. So, if we pick su ciently small so that the G(n; p) argument holds, then the third part carries over directly and we need not prove it again here. We focus now on the second part. For a given family F of t pairwise disjoint X i , we now upper bound the probability that no path X j that is edge-disjoint from all X i 2 F exists in G; that is, the probability that F is a maximal set given that all paths in F exist in G. Let Since as noted above, the third part follows immediately from the result for G(n; p), we have proved the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 13: We may assume that the edge probability p is such that the expectation is at least n ?1 for the constant of Theorem 12.
Write p = Qp wherep is such that Theorem 12 works for edge probabilitiesp; 2p; . . .; lp and n 1 < Q < n. Now create G from G j (n; p; k) in the usual way but then give each edge of G a label uniformly and independently from 1 to Q. Thus the edges with a particular label have distribution G j (n;p; k). If S f1; . . .; Qg then the graph of edges with labels in S has distribution G j (n;pjSj; k). for all x; y and all S of size at most l. Let's write T for Num l (x; y) for notational convenience. How can we express T in terms of the N(S)? We would like to simply say that T is the sum of the N(S) over all l-sets S but that would be multiply counting since those l-paths that have less than l labels would be counted for many S. To count T we use a generalization of Inclusion-Exclusion known as Mobius Inversion. Let N i denote the sum of N(S) over all i-element sets S. Then times by S of size l ? 1 and once by an S of size l ?2 (i.e., itself) so that in the sum weighted by the it will be counted precisely of its expectation. The key point is not so much the exact expression but that these factors depend only on l so that for xed l we can get T within 1 of its expectation by making appropriately low.
Conclusion and open problems
Focusing on the case of k = 3, our main results were as follows. In the balanced semi-random model, we described an algorithm that 3-colors G G SB (n; p; 3) with high probability for p n ?0:6+ . For the random model, we were able to provably 3-color for p as low as n ?1+ . One immediate open problem suggested by this work is: can one beat the n ?0:6 bound, or more ambitiously, 3-color for p = n ?1 in the (balanced) semi-random model? More generally, is the semi-random model really harder than the random model for 3-coloring? In the random model, can one 3-color graphs from G(n; p; 3) with high probability for p = n ?1 polylog(n), or perhaps even for all values of p? The rst problem (p = n ?1 polylog(n)) may be possible by careful extensions of the path algorithm we have presented; for the second problem (all p) we really have no idea. Petford and Welsh 19] have recently experimented with heuristics on large random 3-colorable graphs, and these appear to nd 3-colorings quickly for all but a quite small range of edge probabilities. While they do not have theoretical analyses of bounds for their heuristics, their results suggest that there is no intrinsic reason why the theoretical bounds for the random case could not be improved further.
Added in Print: Alon and Kahale 1], using an eigenvalue analysis, have recently been able to improve our Theorem 3, giving a polynomial time algorithm to nd a 3-coloring when p = (log n) c n . This answers one of the open questions mentioned above.
